
Updating Winslow’s Neighbourhood Plan 
Response Form
The consultation leaflet set out the views of the Town Council’s Steering Group – really as a way of stimulating 
comment from the community at large. So please tell us what you think before 6 April 2021 by:

• responding using the on-line form at http://tiny.cc/zqt7tz; or
• completing and returning this Response Form (or send a letter) to 
 Plan at Winslow Town Council, 28 High Street, Winslow MK18 3HF; or
• sending an e-mail to plan@winslowtowncouncil.gov.uk with your answers to these questions and 
 any additional comments.

In general terms, do you think the proposals set out in this note would be a good basis for the revised Neighbourhood Plan? 

£Yes £	Mostly   £	No     

Comment:

Comment:

Comment:

Comment:

Please clearly tick or circle your answer to each question and add your own comments on each topic

Please turn over...

Do you agree with the proposals for new housing in the town?  

£Yes £	No £	Too much £	Too little £	In the wrong place £	Wrong mix

Comment:

What do you think about the proposals for travel and transport?

a) In respect of the railway station £	Support £	Oppose
b) In respect of town centre parking £	Support £	Oppose
c) In respect of cycleway provision £	Support £	Oppose
d) In respect of traffic growth £	Support £	Oppose

What do you think about the proposals for facilities within the town?

a) Retail in the town centre £	Support £	Oppose
b) Community spaces on the “Heart of Winslow” £	Support £	Oppose
c) Sports facilities at the proposed Sports Hub £	Support £	Oppose
d) Health and Library at the former Winslow Centre site £	Support £	Oppose

Do you agree with the proposals for accommodating more employment within the town?

£	Yes £	No £	Too much £	Too little £	In the wrong place



Updating Winslow’s Neighbourhood Plan Response Form continued

Comment:

Comment:

Comment:

Comment:

Any other comments about the revision of the Neighbourhood Plan: 

Do you agree with the revised Settlement Boundary? 

£Yes £No

Do you agree that there are no exceptional circumstances in Winslow that require special environmental 
policies in the Neighbourhood Plan?

£Yes £No

Do you accept the list of items that will no longer appear in the revised Neighbourhood Plan?

£Yes £No

For classification purposes, what is your connection with the town?

£	I live in the town £	I work in the town £	I use the facilities the town offers

If you would like to be kept informed of progress with the Neighbourhood Plan 
revision then please provide your email address (which will be used only for 
communication related to the Neighbourhood Plan)

Plan 
Winslow Town Council 
28 High Street 
Winslow 
Buckingham 
MK18 3HF  

What is your home postcode?


